The village of Hauksby: where to stay

Not houses
A: Long hall
B: Barn
C: Forge
D: Pottery shed
E: Barn
F: Small shelter
G: Large shelter
H: Guard hut

Useable houses
1: Tea crate house
2: Weavers’ hut
3: Small house #1
4: Small house #2
5: Chapel
6: Grubenhäus
7: Magnus & Thora’s house
8: Brothel
9: “The one that used to have a hole in the floor”
10: “The one with a curtain inside the door”
11: The house Ingaborg normally has
12: Osric’s house
13: The tiny house aka Arinbjorn’s house

“The Lord’s House”
The house marked ¥ belongs to the Poles and may not be used.

1 Not usable if Joss is in residence
2 Not usable if M&T are in residence
3 Emergencies or very small people only